The TJM Type 3 has been carefully crafted to suit the styling of the JK Wrangler while providing maximum protection, airbag compatibility and an outstanding approach angle.

Other features include:
- Increased viewing area and access to the winch
- Original equipment fog light provision
- Bow shackle mounting points
- T-slot recovery jack points
- HF tested aerial mount
- Spot light provision
- Houses a wide variety of winches.

**JEEP JK WRANGLER 07+**

**TYPE 3 - STEEL**

- T304 Stainless steel
- Slip-resistant tread plate steps
- Cooler air supply
- Higher intake position reduces dust supply
- Water crossing ability
- Stylish design
- 40mm suspension lift*
- Big body twin tube design
- 2/4 door fitments
- Petrol or diesel variants
- T304 Stainless steel
- Slip-resistant tread plate steps
- * Up to 50mm lift attainable depending on vehicle setup.
Stainless steel finish - Painting optional extra

TYPE 17 - STEEL
- Steel
- T-slot recovery points
- Accommodates large driving lights
- Fits large variety of winches
- Kato straps for additional strength
- Black onyx finish

074SO17N36Y
074AP17N36Y
075SS16C36R
081SSA0036R

TYPE 17 - ALLOY
- Polished aluminium
- Accommodates large driving lights
- Incredibly light
- Kato straps for additional strength

074SO17N36Q
074AP17N36Q
075AP16N36Q

TYPE 16 - STAINLESS
- T304 Stainless steel
- Twin tube design
- Driving light mounts

074SO17N36R
074AP17N36R
075SS16C36R

TWIN TUBE - STAINLESS
- T304 Stainless steel
- Twin tube design

081SSA0036R

SPORTSMASTER STEPS
- T304 Stainless steel
- Slip-resistant tread plate steps

734SSTUB36R

XGS SUSPENSION
- Big body twin tube design
- 60mm outer, 35mm inner gas charged
- Larger oil/gas capacity

FRONT - 650X6513110
REAR - 650X65131121

FRONT - 650X6513110
REAR - 650X65131121

TJW WRANGLER 96-06

WANT MORE FOR YOUR JK & TJ WRANGLER:
ALSO AVAILABLE
- TJM OX Air compressor kit
- TJM IBS Battery System
- 8500, 9500 & 12000lb TJM OX Winches
- TJM OX Recovery Kits
- TJM OX High lift jack
- TJM OX Hand winch

WANT MORE FOR YOUR KJ CHEROKEE:
ALSO AVAILABLE
- TJM Transmission guard
- TJM XGS Suspension
- TJM OX Air compressor kit
- TJM IBS Battery System
- 8500 & 9500 TJM OX Winches
- TJM OX Recovery Kits
- TJM OX High lift jack
- TJM OX Hand winch

OTHER TJM ACCESSORIES
JEEP KJ CHEROKEE 04+

074SO17N36Q
074AP17N36Q
075AP16N36Q